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NEACUHO Strategic Plan 
2021 – 2026 

 
Overview 
During the 2018-2019 membership year, NEACUHO underwent a self-study to inform the development of the 
next strategic plan of the organization. This plan would give the organization, as well as subsequent Presidents 
and Executive Boards, both a vision and direction for the next five years. During the 2019-2020 membership 
year, President David Grimes appointed the two Co-Chairs for the Strategic Plan Task Force in October of 2019.  
 
Task Force Steering Committee 
Myra M. McPhee (Co-Chair), Rose Waples (Co-Chair) 
Vincent Birkenmeyer and Garland Mann-Lamb (Sub-Chairs:  Communication) 
Thomas Tressler-Gelok and Matt Carney (Sub-Chairs:  Leadership & Opportunities for Involvement)  
Jon Bragg and Zach Pelletier (Sub-Chairs:  Financial Strategy) 
Heather Quire and Erica Monnin (Sub-Chairs:  Assessment) 
Jennifer Rosa and Casey Wall (Sub-Chairs:  Membership Needs) 
Kevin Conn and Sam Bassford (Sub-Chairs:  Events and Offerings) 
Tyler Miller (Consultant) 
 
Charge of the Task Force 
Using the data gathered from our members during the 2018-2019 Self-Study, NEACUHO will develop a 5-year 
Strategic Plan to move the organization forward with continuity and focus. The Strategic Plan Task Force will 
have working groups that will recommend initiatives in six specific areas: 
 
1. COMMUNICATION 
NEACUHO will become a more transparent organization with a communication plan that uses social media and 
other tools to effectively share information both internally and externally. 
 
2. LEADERSHIP AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR INVOLVEMENT 
The executive board structure and practices will be reflective of the needs of the membership and the 
organization. NEACUHO will provide a variety of opportunities for all members to get involved in all aspects of 
the work of the organization ranging from committee work to appointed/elected positions on the Executive 
Board. 
 
3. FINANCIAL STRATEGY 
NEACUHO will be a financially secure organization with a solid business plan that minimizes costs and maximizes 
member benefits. 
 
4. ASSESSMENT 
NEACUHO will conduct a comprehensive assessment during the course of the year of all aspects of the work of 
the organization. This working group will explore what areas of the organization and the work that we do that 
haven't been assessed and are missing. This group will work to identify those areas and develop a recommended 
assessment timeline surrounding those areas. 
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5. MEMBERSHIP NEEDS 
NEACUHO will provide educational opportunities that meet the needs of all constituent groups – new, mid, CHO, 
and corporate, while also addressing issues of equity and access for all members. 
 
6. EVENTS AND OFFERINGS 
NEACUHO will provide quality programs throughout the six districts utilizing a learning outcomes approach; 
Assessment practices will provide feedback about the quality and quantity of our products. 
 
A Strategic Plan will be developed based on the recommendations from each working group. The plan will have 
well defined, time specific goals, and a recommended assessment method for each goal. 
 
During the course of this plan’s creation, the onset COVID-19 pandemic impacted colleges and universities 
throughout the region and continues to.  Taking this into consideration, President David Grimes decided that 4 
of the 6 areas of the strategic plan would move forward as scheduled (Communication, Leadership and 
Opportunities for Involvement, Financial Strategy and Assessment.   The completion of the final two areas 
(Membership Needs and Events and Offerings) would be put on hold, to be completed in the 2021-2022 
membership year, to be able to assess the impact that COVID-19 has on member institutions and how the 
organization could best serve the members in the changing landscape.  
 
Timeline 

• The 2019-2020 Self Study will serve as a guide to the Strategic Plan Task Force. 
• The co-chairs will make regular progress reports to the President and Executive Board. 
• The initial Strategic Plan will be presented to the Executive Board at the July 2020 meeting. 
• The Executive Board will review, edit, and adopt the initial plan at the July 2020 Executive Board 

meeting. 
• The final Strategic Plan of the completed 4 theme areas will be unveiled to the membership at the 2020 

annual business meeting. 
• The remaining 2 theme areas to be completed will be worked on during the 2020-2021 year. 
• The Strategic Planning co-chairs will combine the initial Strategic Plan and the final 2 themes to be 

presented to the Executive Board at one of the summer 2021 Executive Board meetings. 
• The Executive Board will review, edit, and adopt the initial plan at an Executive Board meeting in 

spring/summer 2021. 
• The updated and completed Strategic Plan with all 6 theme areas will be unveiled to the membership at 

the 2021 annual business meeting. 
 
Process 
In his opening remarks as President during the 2019 Annual Conference and in a message to the membership 
shortly thereafter, David Grimes encouraged the membership to get involved in the development of the next 
Strategic Plan of NEACUHO.  This was done in order to include a wide variety of perspectives, experience levels, 
institution types, etc. so that the voices informing the plan best represented the diversity of our membership. In 
total, including the steering committee, a total of 40 members volunteered to be part of the process.  
 
Led by Myra M. McPhee and Rose Waples as Strategic Plan Co-Chairs, six working groups, hereafter identified as 
theme sub-committees, were formed with each tasked to review one of the six charged areas and develop 
strategic priorities. All sub-committees were provided the 2018-2019 Self-Study report and were permitted to 
work with Myra, Rose, and David to conduct assessments of executive board members (past and present) as 
well as the membership to obtain further information to inform their work.  As the work of the theme sub-
committees continued during the course of the year, any data from current or past years that the groups 
needed to also further their work was also provided.  As in the prior Strategic Plan, the theme sub-committees 
were not charged with determining how each President and their respective Executive Board would implement 
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these priorities, however there is a recommended course of action for each. To ensure transparency throughout 
the process, the Co-Chairs attended working groups meetings, shared updates with the President, wrote articles 
for the Navigator, presented at NEACUHO conferences, and provided a forecast of the Strategic Plan for the 
President, Past President, and President-Elect (3 Ps).  
 
Outcome 
The Strategic Plan is broken into short-term priorities for the next two years and long-term priorities for the 
following three years. This plan is organized in this format to provide a suggested trajectory for a successful 
cumulative impact for the priorities. In some cases, there is a domino effect of changes and a need to logically 
flow from one priority to the next since there are Constitutional ramifications, particularly as it relates to 
organizational structure. In other cases, some tasks are simply more time sensitive and need to be addressed 
immediately to avoid financial or membership ramifications. As such, the order and time frames identified in the 
plan were intentionally placed. 
 
Each of the priorities of the Strategic Plan has a main statement and an implementation year/s for the President 
and Executive Board to take under advisement. Each priority addresses a variety of different recommendations 
from theme areas. The codes refer to the individual priorities developed by the sub-committees listed on the 
Theme Sub-Committee Recommendations Key (pages 6 and 7). Details for each of the Sub-Committee 
Recommendations, including reasoning, data, and further considerations, follow the key list on the Compilation 
Report for each theme (pages 8-23). 
 
This strategic plan, like all others, is a living document.  Under the advisement of the President, Past President, 
President-Elect, and the Executive Board, changes and considerations to the timeline and plan should be 
regularly discussed (and voted on, if need be) by the Board and when appropriate, the membership. Preserving 
transparency throughout the process is our only mandate. Considering the climate that exists for higher 
education and the world (COVID-19, financial insecurity, pausing or elimination of roles in residence life and 
housing, etc.) this plan should serve as a road map that allows for flexibility and creativity in management and 
execution over the next five years.   
 
  

NEACUHO Strategic Plan 
2021 – 2026 

 
Vision Statement 
Our mission for NEACUHO is as follows: NEACUHO is an organization of housing, residential life, and student 
services professionals and paraprofessionals within the Northeast region dedicated to providing opportunities for 
colleague support, professional development, sharing of information, collaboration, communication, research, 
and recognition of outstanding contributions to the field. 
 
Our vision in the development of the Strategic Plan to help us align our practices and operations to become an 
organization that effectively meets the needs of all of our members and provides opportunities for professional 
development, networking, and recognition.  
 
Short-term Priorities (2021-2023) 
 
The Strategic Planning Task Force recognizes that year one with the combined NEACUHO/MACUHO conference 
may not allow for much time to devote to the Strategic Plan, therefore recommended dates of completion were 
not included. The items below were deemed urgent for the organization or the membership in the first two years 
of this plan. After the completion and integration of the Membership Needs and Events and Offerings 
recommendations at the end of year one, the entire planned order outlined below, may need to be revisited.   
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Priority 1 – Address urgent financial concerns regarding revenue, expenditures, and concerns around the reserve 
fund. 

• Theme Sub-Committee Recommendations Addressed: F2, F3, F4 
• Recommended Assessment Method: Examination of financial guidelines and processes completed by an 

appointed task force with recommendations presented to the Executive Board. 
 
Priority 2 – Examination of key elected board positions to ensure representation and completion of Strategic 
Planning priorities.   

• Theme Sub-Committee Recommendations Addressed: L2, L3 
• Recommended Assessment Method: Proposed changes brought forth by the President and/or their 

designee(s) for discussion and subsequent Executive Board and membership votes. 
 
Priority 3 – Make better use of NEACUHO website and social media to engage region. 

• Theme Sub-Committee Recommendations Addressed: C1, C2 
• Recommended Assessment Method: Audit and guidelines developed by an appointed task force and 

designated executive board members as determined by the President. 
 
Priority 4 – Assessment moving forward should include (but is not limited to) conferences and event offerings, 
membership, financial guidelines, and organizational structure which should be examined as a whole and as 
individual aspects. 

• Theme Sub-Committee Recommendations Addressed: A1 
• Recommended Assessment Method: Assessment Coordinator review and proposed plan recommended 

to the President and Executive Board.  
 
Long-term Priorities (2023-2026) 
 
2023-2024: 
Priority 5 – Examine organizational structure in an attempt to improve the function of the Treasurer position. 

• Theme Sub-Committee Recommendations Addressed: F1 
• Recommended Assessment Method: Position examined by an appointed task force and relevant elected 

board members with recommendations presented to the Executive Board. 
 
Priority 6 – Increase financial transparency. 

• Theme Sub-Committee Recommendations Addressed: F5, A4 
• Recommended Assessment Method: Visible guidelines and procedures developed by an appointed task 

force and designated Executive Board members. 
 
Priority 7 –Establishing the use of the ACUHO-I Competencies along with the outlined Career Trajectory 
Curriculum Continuum to aid in the process of assessment of the offerings.  

• Theme Sub-Committee Recommendations Addressed: A5 
• Recommended Assessment Method: Proposal submitted by Assessment Coordinator and designated 

Executive Board members (if applicable) outlining offerings, competencies addressed in each offering, 
and proposed assessment questions.  

 
2024-2025: 
Priority 8 – Create assessment tools to better understand each role on the executive board and assist with the 
onboarding and offboarding process. 

• Theme Sub-Committee Recommendations Addressed: A3 
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• Recommended Assessment Method: Creation and implementation of assessment tool coordinated by 
Assessment Coordinator in conjunction with the President.  

 
Priority 9 – Reconsider, redesign and/or re-implement the role of the District Coordinators to member-at-large 
positions based on institution size. 

• Theme Sub-Committee Recommendations Addressed: L1 
• Recommended Assessment Method: Proposed recommendations for changes submitted to the 

Executive Board for vote prior to being presented to Membership for final vote.  
 
Priority 10 – Examine ways to utilize the NEACUHO listserv more effectively.  

• Theme Sub-Committee Recommendations Addressed: C3 
• Recommended Assessment Method: Guidelines and procedures developed by designated Executive 

Board members. 
 
Priority 11 –Develop a plan to collect and assess individual and institutional members regarding retention, 
communication, demographic information, and any other relevant information to create a better understanding 
of how to serve our membership. 

• Theme Sub-Committee Recommendations Addressed: A2 
• Recommended Assessment Method:  Assessment plan and tool created and presented to Executive 

Board and subsequently the membership once approved.  
 
2025-2026*: 
Final Priority – Review and evaluation of the implementation of the Strategic Plan and the development of the 
next charge to aid in the development of the 2026 Self-Study. 

• Recommended Assessment Method:  Two individuals should be selected by the President to assess the 
Strategic Plan. This evaluation should be presented to the membership. Two individuals should be 
selected by the president to join the executive board for one year to conduct the self-study and present 
it at the 2026 Annual Conference Business Meeting. 

 
*Note: This year may end up including additional priorities after the Membership Needs and Events and 
Offerings theme recommendations come in after year one. In the event that this occurs, assessment of the 
Strategic Plan and development of the self study may need to move to the next year. 
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Theme Sub-Committee Recommendations Key 
Strategic Plan Task Force 2021-2026 

 
COMMUNICATION (pages 8-12) 
NEACUHO will become a more transparent organization with a communication plan that uses social media and 
other tools to effectively share information both internally and externally. 
 
C1 Complete a full audit of the NEACUHO website, with an emphasis on accessibility, updating information, 

and site design. 
 
C2 Create a comprehensive social media plan that includes guidelines/expectations of use, accountability 

measures, and content management calendar. 
 
C3 Examine ways to utilize the NEACUHO listserv more effectively. This may include allowing non-member 

institutions to access the listserv, and/or creating a virtual space to save data collected through listserv 
posts in a central location. 

 
LEADERSHIP AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR INVOLVEMENT (pages 13-15) 
The executive board structure and practices will be reflective of the needs of the membership and the 
organization. NEACUHO will provide a variety of opportunities for all members to get involved in all aspects of 
the work of the organization ranging from committee work to appointed/elected positions on the Executive 
Board. 
 
L1 A formal task force is recommended with an aim to reconsider, redesign and/or re-implement the role 

of the District Coordinators to member-at-large positions based on institution size. 
 
L2 Consider transitioning the Equity, Diversity and Inclusion Chair to an elected representative of the 

organization, with specific emphasis on enhancing and promoting inclusivity in the region, including the 
board. 

 
L3 Formally place the Strategic Plan coordination and oversight into the job description of a current 

members of the Executive Board (if not its own position). 
 
FINANCIAL STRATEGY (pages 16-20) 
NEACUHO will be a financially secure organization with a solid business plan that minimizes costs and maximizes 
member benefits. 
 
F1  Examine organizational structure in an attempt to improve the function of the Treasurer position. 
 
F2  Reexamine revenue streams including but not limited to the increasing of attendance costs for any or all 

events during the year and the offering of an expanded affiliate membership that allows for individual 
membership through a lower rate. 

 
F3   Review the budgeting process around conferences to minimize the potential impact of the Annual 

Conference on the organization's budget. 
 
F4  Examine possibilities to reduce expenditures to minimize impact to reserve fund. 
 
F5  Utilize available technology to provide financial transparency to the organization. 
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ASSESSMENT (pages 21-23) 
NEACUHO will conduct a comprehensive assessment during the course of the year of all aspects of the work of 
the organization. This working group will explore what areas of the organization and the work that we do that 
haven't been assessed and are missing. This group will work to identify those areas and develop a recommended 
assessment timeline surrounding those areas. 
 
A1 Assessment moving forward should include but not limited to conferences and event offerings, 

membership, financial guidelines, and organizational structure which should be examined as a whole 
and as individual aspects. 

 
A2 Develop plan to collect and assess individual and institutional members regarding retention, 

communication, demographic information, and any other relevant information to create a better 
understanding of how to serve our membership. 

 
A3 Create assessment tools (including but not limited to transition reports, time spent analysis, and exit 

surveys) to better understand each role on the executive board and assist with the onboarding and 
offboarding process. 

 
A4 Create a process for assessing the membership’s understanding of our ongoing financial story in an 

effort to ensure transparency and accessibility of financial information.  
 
A5 In order to simplify the planning and assessment processes to focus on generating more well rounded 

content and to create consistency across all NEACUHO events and offerings, we recommend establishing 
the use of the ACUHO-I Competencies along with the outlined Career Trajectory Curriculum Continuum 
to aid in the process of assessment of the offerings.  

 
PAUSED DUE TO COVID-19 - WILL BE COMPLETED 2020-2021 YEAR 
 
MEMBERSHIP NEEDS  
NEACUHO will provide educational opportunities that meet the needs of all constituent groups – new, mid, CHO, 
and corporate, while also addressing issues of equity and access for all members. 
 
EVENTS AND OFFERINGS   
NEACUHO will provide quality programs throughout the six districts utilizing a learning outcomes approach; 
Assessment practices will provide feedback about the quality and quantity of our products. 
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Theme Sub-Committee Strategic Priority Compilation Reports 
Strategic Plan Task Force 2021-2026 

__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
COMMUNICATION 
 
Charge: NEACUHO will become a more transparent organization with a communication plan that uses social 
media and other tools to effectively share information both internally and externally. 
 
Members: Vinnie Birkenmeyer (Pace University; co-chair), Garland Mann-Lamb (MCPHS University; co-chair), 
Joy Schmelzer (Salem State), Shannon Overcash (Dean College), Stephen Nason (Unity College) 
 
Mission & Strategy: Our committee will provide strategic recommendations that focus on various 
communication strategies that need to be implemented or enhanced in order to ensure NEACUHO stays 
relevant for members, prospective members, vendors, and others interested in the work we embark on. Our 
focus will be on enhancing social media and web presences with short term and long term goals. 
 
Process & Timelines: 
October 2019- Preparation 

• Working group recruitment 
• Sub-chair meeting to set priorities and goals 

November 2019- Introductions 
• Begin working group meetings- Introductions of committee and charge 
• Sub-chairs meet to coordinate timeline and logistics 

December-February- Data Collection and Analysis  
• Discuss what data points would be useful 
• Each committee member review information from past strategic plan 
• Each committee member analyze self-study information and present their findings to the group 
• Interview relevant board members 
• Analysis of overall data collection during working group to discuss major takeaways 

March-June- Producing the Report 
• Sub-chairs work on 1st draft of recommendations 
• Discuss recommendations at working group meeting and make edits 
• Submit final Completion Report to Strategic Plan chairs  

 
Recommended Priorities: The sub-committee operated under the following lens: accessibility and updating for 
each communication platform, oversight and accountability of communication, cohesive communication 
between strategies, and engagement and viewership needs. The group utilized significant findings from the 
NEACUHO self-study although this is a difficult indicator to focus on for communication improvements as it is 
expected that the members who are filling out the self-study (about 100) represent the members that respond to 
current communication approaches. Since the goal is to improve communication for a new generation and new 
needs of our field, feedback from our sub-committee which include a diverse group of senior, mid, and entry level 
staff members, as well as the individual interviews of multiple past and present NEACUHO leaders were also 
important data points. It is important to note that many of the findings are gleaned from emerging best 
practices which the committee feels are necessary to employ in the realm of communication. Due to implications 
from the current COVID-19 situation with a focus on virtual experiences, having an effective communication 
strategy is even more pressing. 
 
C1: Complete a full audit of the NEACUHO website, with an emphasis on accessibility, updating information, and 
site design. 
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Thought process: The website is the main information resource for the organization. In making 
recommendations for a full audit and areas of focus, the sub-committee did a preliminary audit of the website, 
conducted informational interviews with a past membership coordinator, current webmaster, and current 
media and publication chair, and assessed the self-study data. All of this data led to the focus on: accessibility, 
updating, and design. See the table below to find Self-Study feedback on website dislikes. 
 

 
 

• Accessibility- This refers to not only to ease of navigation but also accessibility from an inclusion lens. 
The current site is not intuitive and per self-study and anecdotal data, members find it difficult to 
navigate and not user-friendly. This includes accessing information, registering for events, paying 
membership dues, and getting involved in the organization. Additionally, when running the website 
through a simple inclusion accessibility resource, you find it is not accessible for screen readers, has 
many broken links, and is not mobile friendly. Lastly, the creation of a data bank that stores information 
and resources is recommended for non-members. This will help the organization give back to our region, 
and show non-members the benefits we can provide. 

• Updating Information- Outside of the executive board and current events, much of the website has not 
been updated consistently over the years. Focusing on quality over quantity and assessing what 
information is really necessary and impactful for our current and potential membership is 
recommended. If there is less to update, there is more time to ensure it is updated consistently and in a 
timely manner. Another way the board could consider updating live-information is creating a discussion 
board or forum that tracks all the discussions that typically happen via the list-serv. If this was available 
on the website, members could access conversations that are had amongst the membership more 
easily.  

• Design- The website has been described as outdated with a clunky feel. Since the website is the first 
thing many will see when considering NEACUHO as a professional home, we recommend an overhaul of 
the outward facing design of the site. This would be driven by the executive board and the 
mission/vision of NEACUHO moving forward by asking, “Who are we?” Suggestions include a branding 
update, adding photos, and spotlighting our signature initiatives. 

 
C2: Determine which executive board position manages social media platforms. Once determined, create a 
comprehensive social media plan that includes guidelines/expectations of use, accountability measures, and 
content management calendar. 
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Thought Process: A plan should be devised that increases the effective use of social media platforms as a means 
of communication through setting clear expectations for those in charge of managing the platforms, greater 
accountability for board members charged with social media management, and planning through a yearly 
content management calendar. Data from the most recent self-survey as well as national trends cite the need 
for organizations to utilize social media as a primary means of communication from the organization. The top 
three requests for improvements in the organization’s social media content, from the self study report, 
constituting 52% of respondents, called for more sharing of trends in the field, upcoming events for NEACUHO, 
and highlights of institutions in the region. The self-study data that showed membership believes the 
organization could better utilize social media platforms was also reinforced by an audit of social media 
conducted by this sub-committee. Through the data collection mentioned above, it was found that our 
platforms are underutilized and specific parameters should be set, based on best practices. This sub-committee 
interviewed executive board members who have or currently do oversee social media to understand the 
background logistics of management and information sharing that membership would not have known to 
include in the self-study. The information gathered above shows that NEACUHO’s social media management and 
presence require major attention in the next five years, with an emphasis on the items below. 

• Position: Social media is not mentioned in the NEACUHO constitution at all, although the organization 
has multiple social media accounts. A few positions could claim ownership over social media accounts, 
according to a constitutional audit run by this sub-committee and interviews of current board members. 
These positions include Technology Chair, Media and Publications Chair, and Webmaster. Social media 
management is an important aspect of organizational communication and can be time-consuming. The 
executive board should explore creation of a board-level chair position that focuses on managing social 
media to have a robust and consistent presence. 

• Expectations: The executive board needs to create more specific expectations of social media 
management, specifically stating what those in charge of the accounts are held accountable to produce. 
Through benchmarking and best practices, the executive board should establish minimum posting 
requirements, expectations for removing a platform from usage if it is not utilized effectively, and how 
board and non-board members may engage with the account. This could be done through convening a 
short-term group to discuss what these guidelines/expectations should. The group could include the 
Media and Publications Chair, Technology Chair, Webmaster, one of the 3 Ps, a District Coordinator, and 
two to three other members. 

• Clear Accountability: Once it is determined who’s responsible for social media, there should be clear 
oversight by the managing President (of the 3 Ps). This will be easier to do once specific expectations are 
set as mentioned above. Managing a successful social media account is time-consuming and it may be 
beneficial for more executive board members to have posting privileges. This change does require a 
commitment from board members to prioritize social media engagement for our organization.  

• Content Management Calendar: A yearly calendar which outlines our engagement plan (similar to how 
other board members outline what their committees\districts will offer membership throughout the 
year) would be beneficial for the most consistent and effective social media management. Active 
engagement on these platforms is expected by our membership as noted in the self-study and planning 
out a yearly calendar of content and management will allow for meeting this expectation. This is an 
emerging practice used at many institutions that leads to success and matches the calls for great sharing 
in many areas as mentioned above by the self-study. 
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C3: Listserv- Examine ways to utilize the NEACUHO listserv more effectively. This may include allowing non-
member institutions to access the listserv, and/or creating a virtual space to save data collected through list-serv 
posts in a central location 
 
Thought Process: Discussion amongst the theme sub group leads to a general understanding that the listserv is a 
very important way to connect with colleagues in the region. Through our discussions with Membership 
Coordinators and District Coordinators this was evident as well. We discussed that a listserv’s function is to 
provide the opportunity to easily communicate, share ideas, and promote valuable opportunities which have 
been even more important in the virtual world we find ourselves in through covid-19. We researched other peer 
organizations and saw examples of open access list-servs that anyone can join (MACUHO) and opportunities to 
share view information collected on listserv without being a member in an archive (GLACUHO). We encourage 
the membership coordinator and board to consider the following suggestions: 

• Open Access: The sub-committee encourages the board to consider opening access to anyone who 
registers for the listserv without ties to membership. In our data collection, specifically hearing from 
membership coordinators, member institutions indicate being upset that their rosters were not updated 
in the listserv. It is clear that the process of keeping the listserv and membership rosters updated is a 
difficult one for all Membership Coordinators. Having the list-serv as a members-only option and then 
not being able to update it in real time was an issue our theme sub-committee discussed. We then saw 
examples such as MACUHO that allow any one to register for their listserv and participate in knowledge 
sharing.  We also know that our numbers for membership typically spike before annual conferences or 
other events which means those folks are not on the list-serv until then. NEACUHO should also expect a 
decline in membership as schools in our region close and professional development funds are cut. 
Theme sub-committee members feel the board should consider opening access to non-members would 
give us a better reflection of best practices in the region when posting a query for feedback. It also, as an 
organization, means we are only hearing from the NEACUHO “regulars” during a time when we should 
be looking to widen our understanding of what non-members need more than ever. We should continue 
to automatically include members from rosters given at registration, however we should also have an 
opt-in to our listserv option on our website and promote far and wide. This is a benefit to member 
institutions who are already on the list-serv because they can receive and share information with a 
larger audience. This seems to be the most utilized, and equitable way to share information, and we 
should make it as accessible as possible. We also believe this will help generate new revenue as non-
member organizations will be able to see important member only functions such as discounted rates at 
events which will encourage them to join the organization. This would mean we are opening up access 
and also giving ourselves a chance to recruit and market NEACUHO more effectively. While this may be 

https://www.macuho.org/
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removing a membership only benefit, the increased marketing and advertising of NEACUHO and the 
increased data collecting ability may balance out the loss. This recommendation will need to be 
debated, discussed, and voted on by the board. 
 

Additional Considerations: If open access is decided on, could there be different levels of access (receiving 
emails versus being able to send emails to the listserv) for members versus non members.  

• Collecting and Sharing Data: A board member could be tasked with figuring out how to best utilize our 
listserv account to store and disseminate conversations and job listings that occur via the listserv. They 
could consider the system that GLACUHO uses that stores discussion points on their website for all to 
see. Year after year great conversations begin on thread however, they are not saved and similar 
questions are then asked over and over. In many cases, individuals asked for information to be mailed 
directly back to them which also does not allow for collection of the information. This leads to some 
folks getting frustrated with the repetitive nature and other folks simply not knowing the wealth of 
information we have collected. Is there a place to store this on the website for public access? Is there a 
digest option? These will become even more important as we hopefully grow the size of the listserv. We 
can make this portion of the list-serv a member only feature, possibly on the website, which will 
encourage folks to join NEACUHO for a library of information.  

 
Additional Considerations:  

1. What board(s) positions will be charged with ensuring these specific recommendations? 
a. Currently, it is unclear who is the main contact for the organization’s communication efforts overall. 
 
 
  

https://www.glacuho.org/forums/Posts.aspx?topic=1451564
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Theme Sub-Committee Strategic Priority Compilation Reports 
Strategic Plan Task Force 2021-2026 

______________________________________________________________________ 
 

LEADERSHIP & OPPORTUNITIES FOR INVOLVEMENT 
 
Charge: The executive board structure and practices will be reflective of the needs of the membership and the 
organization. NEACUHO will provide a variety of opportunities for all members to get involved in all aspects of 
the work of the organization ranging from committee work to appointed/elected positions on the Executive 
Board. 
 
Members: Tommy Tressler-Gelok (Wagner College; co-chair), Matthew Carney (Emerson College; co-chair), 
Andres Cintron (WPI), Derick Ebert (Bard College), Darnelle Bosquet-Fleurival (University of New Hampshire), 
Tyler Miller (SUNY Oneonta) 
 
Mission & Strategy:  
Mission: The Leadership & Other Opportunities for Involvement Sub-Committee seeks to explore, analyze and 
assess how an individual can become actively involved in NEACUHO in ways that respect their autonomy, 
professional development and interests.  The committee seeks to explore the role and function of board 
members, board tenures, voting, and finally, accessibility and equity of experiences.  This group also seeks to 
explore the impact of current systemic practices and the impact it has on diversity and inclusion.  The intent for 
this sub-committee is to make meaningful, practical and appropriate recommendations that provide 
opportunities for inclusive leadership. 
 
Strategy: The sub-committee looked at the mission in three overarching themes: (1) assessment and 
functionality of the District Coordinator, (2) board structures and voting rights, and (3) representation in 
leadership and other opportunities for involvement.  
 
Process & Timelines:  

• Tommy Tressler-Gelok selected as co-chair  
• 10/11- Committee Convened; Matthew Carney selected as co-chair  
• 11/4- Meeting #1- review of timeline, strategy, mission focus on DC assessment inquiries  
• 11/12- 2on2 with Myra McPhee/Rose Waples 
• 12/2- Meeting #2- formalize mission, discuss DC questions and feedback process 
• 12/9- Request DCs for last 5 years  
• 1/24- Meeting #3- review feedback from DCs, discuss outcomes as group, discuss board make up, role of 

strategic plan  
• 2/26- Finalize DC suggestions, discuss suggestions, voting board members rights and representation; 

noted recommendation for continued assessment and role of the committee chairs v. members at large  
• 3/12- “e-meeting” due to COVID-19  
• 4/24- Tommy Tressler-Gelok and Matt Carney discuss next steps via email 
• 5/1- Summary of DC feedback finalized 
• 5/2020- Tommy Tressler-Gelok and Matt Carney discuss and formalize outcomes  

 
Recommended Priorities: Findings and recommendations for priorities  
These recommended “L” priorities were based on a series of conversations, qualitative and quantitative feedback 
from key positions/stakeholders, and reflections based on practices of other regional representatives within the 
ACUHO-I networks. These recommended priorities come from sub-committee analysis and weighing of strategic 
aims of the mission.  
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L1: A formal task force is recommended with an aim to reconsider, redesign and/or re-implement the role of the 
District Coordinators to member-at-large positions based on institution size.  

• This practice was found within ACUHO-i regional associations serving areas similar to NEACUHO with 
different membership organizations (e.g. small/medium/large/XL, private v. public; 4 year/2 year).  

• This would require a review of the Membership Coordinator and their supervisory role over the District 
Coordinator (DC) positions. 

• Context: The committee completed a research on other board structures through regional housing 
affiliates. Additionally, a survey was conducted from the past DCs over the past five years regarding their 
position experiences. Although the response rate did not receive a full representation of the past five 
years, the data indicated that DC experiences were inconsistent across the board.  The inconsistency in 
experience noted a lack of expectations and guidance while serving in the role and there was a 
disconnected present.  

 
L2: Consider transitioning the Equity, Diversity and Inclusion (EDI) Chair to an elected representative of the 
organization, with specific emphasis on enhancing and promoting inclusivity in the region, including the board.  

• Understanding and call to action:  EDI is beyond a committee or drive-in, EDI is a societal, philosophical, 
and methodological understanding for underrepresented individuals in the organization. 

o Within this consideration, leadership should consider the following components: (a) What are 
the constitutional responsibilities of the EDI position beyond the conference?, (b-1) What is the 
recommended term length? (b-2) Should the term length be adjusted, how does this impact 
other voting and election structures?, (c) What is the needed timeline for a position description, 
term length and evaluation, including time needed for a constitutional vote?  

• Context: The committee performed analysis of the past executive boards and found a significant lack of 
racial and ethnic diversity within the executive board. Additionally, we found that being an elected 
voting member would ensure that there is further representation beyond the EDI retreat.  

 
L3: Formally place the Strategic Plan coordination and oversight into the job description of a current member of 
the Executive Board (if not it’s own position). 

• Recommended positions to consider (if not its own position): Assessment Coordinator OR 
Parliamentarian OR Secretary OR Historian OR President.  

o These positions are recommended for consideration based on the present constitutional tasks 
set forth for each position and the committees view and understanding that this would fit 
appropriately within their duties if not a stand-alone position.  

• Context: The sub-committee found that the disconnect between strategic plans was a challenge for the 
group to assess leadership and other opportunities for involvement.  Additionally, there is no formal 
responsibility noted in the constitution for the strategic plan. This person can also assist a President and 
executive board in any needed modifications to the plan if that situation arises. 

   
Additional Considerations:  

• Representation and the Future: Due to COVID-19 and the changing demographics of 
colleges/universities in the reason due to enrollments, small schools are not commonly represented 
based on assessment done of the boards for the past five years.  How will the organization adapt to this 
and ensure representation?   

• Organizational Reflection: These questions were presented within the group as organizational reflective 
conversations pertaining to Leadership and Opportunities for involvement.  

o How are votes called?   
o Is it expected that representative, elected positions (e.g. DCs) are soliciting feedback from their 

region or voting on their entity?  
o Who is represented? Who is not?  
o How is the board monitoring and evaluating leadership effectiveness? 
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o What areas is assessment indicating change is needed?  
o What areas are working well?  

• Philosophical Conversation: These questions were philosophical questions the group discussed and would 
leave for future considerations and evaluations pertaining to the philosophy of leadership and 
opportunities for involvement.  

o Why do committee chairs not vote?  
o Should they be elected so their representation of those functional areas is having a voice?   
o Would this require a restructure? A review? What are the pros/cons?  
o We recommend this be discussed, especially for EDI.   See L2.  
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Theme Sub-Committee Strategic Priority Compilation Reports 
Strategic Plan Task Force 2021-2026 

______________________________________________________________________ 
 

FINANCIAL STRATEGY 
 
Charge: NEACUHO will be a financially secure organization with a solid business plan that minimizes costs and 
maximizes member benefits. 
 
Members: Jonathan Bragg (Merrimack College; co-chair), Zachary Pelletier, (Bryant University; co-chair), Jen 
Hapgood-White (Past-President), Matthew McGrath (Suffolk University) 
 
Mission & Strategy: 
Update financial policies, procedures, and processes that provide a structured framework for NEACUHO to 
effectively and responsibly manage its financial resources to minimize the impact of the current financial 
situation while sustaining the operation of the organization.  
 
Process & Timelines:  

• 11/13/19 - Financial Strategy Co-Chair 2:2 with Rose & Myra 
• 12/11/19 - Financial Strategy Group Meeting 
• 1/21/20 - Financial Strategy Group Meeting 
• 1/23/20 - Financial Strategy Co-Chair 2:2 with Rose & Myra 
• 1/27/20 - Financial Strategy Co-Chair Call 
• 4/28/20 - Financial Strategy Co-Chair Call 
• 5/29/20 - Financial Strategy Co-Chair Call 
• 6/2/20 - Reach out to Treasurer/Treasurer-Elect, Membership Coordinator, and Corporate Relations E-

Board Positions 
• 6/15/20 - Financial Strategy Group Meeting 

 
Recommended Priorities:  
 
F1 Examine organizational structure in an attempt to improve the function of the Treasurer position. 
 
Treasurer and Treasurer Elect Position Structure: 
This sub-committee encourages continued review of the Treasurer and Treasurer-Elect position. This is a topic of 
discussion that has previously occurred throughout the past few years, but the only substantial changes enacted 
was the addition of a Treasurer-Elect, and some of the responsibilities of filing for non-profit status being 
delegated to the Past-President, both of which were enacted in 2017. The Treasurer-Elect position, a helpful 
change in providing a second person to help reduce workload on the Treasurer and provide training for the 
Treasurer-Elect, and has also resulted in the Treasurer effectively changing every year. One option our group 
recommends reviewing is moving back to a three year term with the first year being treasurer-elect for more 
long-term consistency in the position. This does, however, create a situation where there are years where there 
would not be a Treasurer-elect. 
 
Business Manager Position: 
A Business Manager is a position that could assist with the day to day business operations of the organization, 
however, an external business manager may not be fiscally feasible at this time, and could be a long term goal 
for the organization. The business manager position was discussed initially in 2013 and again 2016, however the 
issue at the time was finding the funding for the position, about $15,000 per year in 2013, which remains a 
challenge for the organization. Another potential option would be to have the Treasurer move to a three year 
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cycle in which the member moves through a cycle of Treasurer Elect, Treasurer, Business Manager, similar to the 
3 year cycle of the President. 
 
Appointed vs. Elected: 
One discussion that has occurred at the executive board level in the past is if the Treasurer position should be 
appointed. The benefit of appointing a Treasurer would be that the organization could ensure the skill set 
necessary for the position. However, there is an inherent risk in having a Treasurer who is appointed by the 
President, as the two members have the ability to override Financial Guidelines, and this could open the door to 
potential malfeasance. Additionally, the Treasurer and Treasurer-Elect having votes has weight in executive 
board meetings in that they are voting on behalf of the best fiscal decision for the organization. This is a topic 
that should continue to be discussed at the executive board level while understanding there are pros and cons 
to both options, our group was split on this point. 
 
Criteria for Treasurer Position: 
Our group’s recommendation is to have the 3 Ps conduct informal interviews of candidates so that both the 
candidate knows what the position entails but also for the leadership to determine if the candidate has the skill 
set necessary for the role, including budget management experience. Whether or not the position is appointed 
or elected, there should be some barrier to avoid someone unqualified from running, similar to how the 
President-Elect position has some criteria to run. 
 
Additional Considerations: 
Treasurer Role Recommendations from the Last Strategic Plan:  
Several of the recommendations from the previous self-study remain worthy of consideration, considering that 
any member can be elected to the role of Treasurer without any financial, accounting or budgeting experience. 
The previous self-study recommended the following criteria which we believe should still be discussed: 

• Consider whether this position should continue to be elected or appointed. 
• Define a skill-set necessary to be able to perform this function and a check to ensure that people 

assuming this role will be qualified. (We believe the person should have experience managing a budget, 
knowledge of financial management software, and familiarity with basic accounting principles.) 

• Mandate the use of a specific financial program that can be utilized to keep consistent records, for 
example, Quicken. 

 
F2 Reexamine revenue streams including but not limited to the increasing of attendance costs for any or all 
events during the year and the offering of an expanded affiliate membership that allows for individual 
membership through a lower rate 
 
Membership and Corporate Affiliate rates should be annually reviewed to promote a predictable and 
sustainable revenue stream for administrative operations, quality programs and services, parity, and to fund the 
association reserve. Annual increases in line with inflation are recommended, and were no increases in rates for 
members were made for approximately 10 years until a change in rate in 2019. Quite simply, the organization 
does not currently draw in enough revenue through membership and corporate affiliates to cover the costs of 
the organization. 
 
Affiliate Membership: 
Especially in the current financial climate institutional membership is more feasible for the organization and for 
many of its members than individual membership, however an individual membership option through the 
affiliate membership may need to be explored especially as professional development funds are being cut 
around the region, as some members would be willing to pay out of pocket or out of professional development 
funds for their membership while they may not be willing to pay for an institutional membership. The affiliate 
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membership also has limitations in terms of being able to run for elected positions, which is something that 
should be considered for review. 
 
Membership Dues: 
Over the past few years, membership has slowly declined year over year almost every year since the 2013-2014 
fiscal year, due to college closure and non-renewals. The membership rates were increased in 2019 after 
remaining the same for approximately a decade to offset the lower membership numbers and increased costs to 
the organization over time. The current fiscal climate could lead to further decline in this area, which creates 
additional pressure on the finances of the organization as in the short-term additional increases in membership 
dues are unlikely to be tenable for most institutions. 
 
Corporate Affiliates: 
The organization reworked the corporate affiliate program in 2016. Throughout the past few years the number 
of corporate affiliates, as well as the sponsorships from corporate affiliates to the Annual Conference has also 
declined. While it is too soon to tell how the COVID-19 situation will impact corporate affiliates, the organization 
should expect that in any economic downturn corporate affiliates will be less likely to sponsor or upgrade to 
higher levels of support. 
 
Legacy Fund: 
The Dr. Timothy Touchette Legacy Fund continues to operate successfully, funding itself through donations of 
members at conferences and events. The organization has been working to increase the number of members 
who apply for Legacy Funds as the fund continues to grow. With the changes financially with the COVID-19 
situation, there may be an opportunity for the Legacy Fund to look to provide options for membership for 
individuals whose institutions are unable to fund their membership. Additionally, in an economic downturn it is 
likely that there will be a higher number of applications for conferences and events, if those events occur in 
person. An area for growth may be to look at ACUHO-I’s foundation model of a monthly donation to ramp up 
the giving from those who are able to give back to the organization monetarily to increase these funds over 
time. 
 
Technology: 
Finally, technology has given the organization the ability to do great things through the use of virtual 
conferences. This technology should be looked at moving forward, are there ways to offer content at a lower 
price point for folks who are interested in a conference but can not afford to attend in person. Some 
professional organizations provide access to streaming versions of presentations without the costs associated 
with food or travel, which may become a necessary new normal with the current pandemic. 
 
Additional Considerations: One of the biggest areas of balance the organization may need to consider in 
adjusting affiliate membership is that depending on institution size, institutional membership rates could 
become either very expensive or very cheap depending on the institution size and number of beds, especially 
when many departments have experienced significant impacts to the number of beds on campus and the size of 
their professional staff.  
 
F3  Review the budgeting process around conferences to minimize the potential impact of the Annual 
Conference on the organization's budget. 
 
Previously, NEACUHO relied on a rollover balance to fund some of its operating expenses. While most single day 
conferences are budgeted to break even, the Annual Conference frequently had significantly more revenue than 
expenses which offset some operational costs each year. However, since shifting the Annual Conference to 
hotels, there has not been a rollover balance in the past few years. The organization will need to continue to 
review conference budgets to ensure they break even or can offset organization expenses.  
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Over the past 5 years, the operating account balances have been in a steady decline due to a combination of 
increased costs to the organization, and miscalculations of the rollover balance that led to the operating 
expenses outpacing the income of the organization. Additionally, where the Annual Conference when held on 
college campuses tended to result in money being transferred back to the organization, since moving to hotels 
the annual conferences have tended to be near-breakeven events, as a result of a relatively inexpensive 
registration cost and a decline in the number of attendees since 2016. 
 
The Annual Conference itself presents perhaps the largest fiscal risk to the organization, as the cost for the event 
could mean that a poorly attended conference would significantly impact the reserves of the organization, due 
to the minimum requirements for food and beverage with most contracted hotels. Because the financial stability 
of the organization depends on each and every annual conference being successful, the organization should 
consider reviewing budgeting of single day conferences and the annual conferences to determine how to avoid 
having any one conference have a major impact on the organization. An additional area of consideration is if the 
conference should be moved back to college campuses, which while logistically challenging, tended to be less 
expensive to run, and therefore return more money 
 
Additional Considerations: The COVID-19 situation creates a challenging situation to increase any revenues, due 
to the cancellation of events, restrictions around travelling, and impacts to the department's budgets. Once the 
financial situation improves, there is more opportunity for incremental increases in single day conference costs 
to minimize potential shortfalls from the Annual Conference. In thinking about access, any increase to costs will 
likely need to be met with additional fundraising for the Legacy Fund to help assist members and institutions 
who can not afford the higher costs. 
 
F4 Examine possibilities to reduce expenditures to minimize impact to reserve fund 
 
As previously mentioned, revenues both from membership and corporate affiliates continue to fall year over 
year, therefore the continued reduction of expenditures has become necessary. While some expenses are 
considered “fixed” for the organization to run, we are rapidly approaching a situation where these services may 
need to be reviewed to see if more cost effective options are possible.  
 
A recommendation is to continue to minimize any and all expenditures possible throughout the COVID-19 
situation. While the executive board has already begun to reduce the number of in-person meetings which is 
one of the largest variable rate expenses of the organization, all other expenses may need to reviewed line by 
line to determine what the minimum required spending is to keep the organization afloat for a short-term 
period of time while still being able to offer some value to its membership. Like many of our institutions, the 
organization will need to “tighten its belt” in reviewing budgets and expenditures, and ensure that all Financial 
Guidelines are being followed. 
 
The current financial situation with a likely decline in membership and potentially corporate sponsorship, 
coupled with reduced professional development spending at some campuses means the organization must 
continue to review its fiscal obligations, and determine how to minimize any required operational expenditures. 
 
Additional Considerations:  
Reserve Fund during the COVID-19 Situation: Over the long term, the reserves should be funded through any 
extra rollover money as the financial situation improves. However, in the short term, a financial crisis such as the 
COVID-19 situation is why the reserve fund exists to allow the organization to persist through a short-term 
financial crisis, and these funds may need to be deployed if membership continues to fall. With the pandemic 
affecting the entire region, there is not an easy way to increase revenues over the short term without negatively 
impacting many members. 
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F5 Utilize available technology to provide financial transparency to the organization 
 
The previous strategic plan called for looking into the technology and financial transparency of the organization, 
and this is an area that continues to be an area of importance for the organization moving forward. One area of 
concern is that for several years it was not clear to the membership or the executive board that the operating 
expenses were outpacing the revenues. This occurred because the underlying numbers presented in the budget 
were mistakenly misstated, and only individuals in the Treasurer role had access to that information. The 
previous task force pushed for both technology improvements, and the organization’s budget to be provided 
through the website, neither of which were implemented.  
 
 
In terms of technology, previous executive boards had discussed shifting to different non-profit focused 
accounting software, and prior to that Quickbooks was utilized. As of last fiscal year, most of the financial 
accounting of the organization was done through Microsoft Excel and Google Sheets. The organization should 
review alternatives to these especially as technology continues to improve in the area of non-profit budgeting 
through online accounting software. 
 
In terms of budgeting, while the aforementioned budget concerns were addressed by the executive board, 
continued transparency to the membership about the finances of the organization are necessary. Providing 
transparency through the NEACUHO website of both the budgets for conferences and overall operations of the 
organization may be helpful in providing much needed information to the membership for how their money is 
being utilized and proving the value of membership. Additionally, the organization should consider having more 
frequent updates to the membership about the organization’s finances other than just at the business meeting 
at the Annual Conference, which could be done virtually. 
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Theme Sub-Committee Strategic Priority Compilation Reports 
Strategic Plan Task Force 2021-2026 

______________________________________________________________________ 
 
ASSESSMENT 
 
Charge:  
NEACUHO will conduct a comprehensive assessment during the course of the year of all aspects of the work of 
the organization. This working group will explore what areas of the organization and the work that we do that 
haven't been assessed and are missing. This group will work to identify those areas and develop a recommended 
assessment timeline surrounding those areas. 
 
Members: Heather Quire (Massachusetts College of Liberal Arts; co-chair), Erica Monin (LIM College; co-chair), 
Colin Seifrit (Franklin Pierce University), Sonya Alexander (Purchase College, SUNY), Hayley Johnson (University 
of New Haven); Lexi Athens (University at Albany, SUNY), Beth Ackman (SUNY Morrisville) 
 
Mission & Strategy:  
This working group will explore areas of the organization and the work that NEACUHO does through the lens of 
assessment. This group will work to identify those areas and develop a recommended assessment timeline 
surrounding those areas. The focus areas are: membership data, financial data, organizational structure data, 
and other.  The group did not focus on assessment of events & offerings has been the focal point of assessment 
for the last 4 years. 
 
Process & Timelines: 
The process used by this sub-committee to get to our goal of recommendations was to first look at the history of 
assessment within NEACUHO to have an understanding of what has been done.  Then in conversations, we 
decided to focus on three areas through the lens of assessment: financial data goals, membership data goals, 
and organizational structure data goals. These were chosen as focal points since they are also strategic planning 
sub-committee areas.  While our focus was not on events and offerings, there are a few aspects that could be 
additionally assessed to understand if offerings align with professional level development that the group 
thought important.  The seven sub-committee members were paired to address the 3 focal areas. 

• Financial data goals: Sonya, Beth, & Erica 
• Organizational Structure data goals: Hayley & Lexi 
• Membership data goals: Colin & Heather 

 
Each meeting we created tasks to help move us forward that included researching, collecting materials, and 
having discussions with specific individuals within the organization.  As this work happened, we kept meeting 
agendas/ minutes that our work built on each meeting.  The meetings we had were on the following dates:   
 

• Zoom Meeting 11/22/2019  
• Zoom Meeting 1/10/2020 
• Zoom Meeting 2/11/2020 
• Zoom Meeting 3/3/2020 
• Zoom Meeting 4/3/2020 
• Zoom Meeting 4/23/2020 
• Zoom Meeting 5/14/2020 
• Zoom Meeting 5/28/2020 
• Zoom Meeting 6/18/2020 
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The sub-committee worked well together to get to our recommendation list.  The recommendations will show 
that there is additional work that we can do to assess the organization to better support the mission, our 
membership, and tell our NEACUHO story. 
 
Recommended Priorities:  
A1: Assessment moving forward should include but not limited to conferences and event offerings, membership, 
financial guidelines, and organizational structure in which should be examined as a whole and as individual 
aspects.   
Reasoning: While not a narrow recommendation, the overall charge lends itself to make sure we assess beyond 
event offerings; with that being said the reason for this recommendation is so that the lens of assessment is in 
the forefront of the Executive board’s minds, not just in the specific recommendations outlined in this document 
and not looked at in just factions.  This can give the Assessment Coordinator and other E-Board members a 
wide-enough landscape to implement assessment for the current needs and wants of the organization.  Since 
more data will be collected as a result of this Strategic Plan having an sub-committee on Assessment, there will 
be more that can be analyzed and new assessment done in response.  This A1 recommendation gives that 
acknowledgement and suggests continuing to do more assessment for the organization as specific aspects are 
assessed but also look at all of those aspects as a whole through the lens of assessment to tell the larger 
NEACUHO story. 
  
A2: Develop plan to collect and assess individual and institutional members regarding retention, 
communication, demographic information, and any other relevant information to create a better understanding 
of how to serve our membership. 
Reasoning: With our current model, it can be difficult to collect information about the membership as the 
Membership Coordinator and Assessment Coordinator only have a list of institutional contacts. In addition, 
some institutions may not update their institutional membership lists or include all professionals in those lists. 
For example, the University at Albany does not include Resident Directors (RDs) in their institution list for 
NEACUHO so those RDs are not included on any lists or receive any emails from the NEACUHO listserv so they 
cannot provide feedback or input on any initiatives or assessment that NEACUHO tries to conduct. We suggest 
developing a way to survey all members of a residence life department, office, etc. to collect demographic 
data/relevant data to be able to know better who our membership is (This may also link to C3, but not 
necessarily).  Additionally, another example of assessment could be one an exit survey to assess motivation 
behind changes in institutional membership. 
  
A3: Create assessment tools (including but not limited to transition reports, time spent analysis, and exit 
surveys) to better understand each role on the executive board and assist with the onboarding and offboarding 
process. 
Reasoning: This recommendation comes from feedback provided by specific elected board (E-Board) members 
stating that some positions may require more work/time than other positions. For example, the treasurer 
position can require more constant focus throughout the year as opposed to other positions. In addition, 
transition guides are created by each E-Board member, however there is not a specific person responsible to 
look over these transition guides to ensure they are beneficial for incoming E-Board members. Current E-Board 
members are required to complete transition guides for the incoming E-Board members, we suggest that there 
is an exit survey when an individual leaves the role to help obtain data on a yearly basis that can give us some 
analysis on E-board roles, thoughts, etc. 
  
A4: Create a process for assessing the membership’s understanding of our ongoing financial story in an effort to 
ensure transparency and accessibility of financial information.  
Reasoning: This recommendation comes from a desire to increase memberships understanding of our revenues, 
expenses, and overall financial situation. By creating an ongoing analysis the Assessment Coordinator, Treasurer, 
and Treasurer-Elect can make the information more accessible to the membership in an effort to increase 
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membership understanding of the financial situations. 
 
A5: In order to simplify the planning and assessment processes to focus on generating more well rounded 
content and to create consistency across all NEACUHO events and offerings, we recommend establishing the use 
of the ACUHO-I Competencies along with the outlined Career Trajectory Curriculum Continuum to aid in the 
process of assessment of the offerings.  
 
Reasoning: The use of the ACUHO-I Competencies will help develop learning outcomes for our offerings and 
allow for consistency across all events. The use of the rubric(s) outlined by ACUHO-I allow us as an organization 
to ensure that our offerings are in line with best practices and standards when it comes to professional level of 
knowledge. A way to do this is when the Assessment Coordinator creates the evaluation, they can pull the most 
relevant rubric from ACUHO-I based on the sessions being offered/intent of conference, and the goals/learning 
outcomes to assess where the offering falls in the Career Trajectory Curriculum Continuum. This can be a 
conversation with the chair prior to the conference, and then reported out in the assessment packet after the 
offering. 
 
 
 
 
 


